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1. INTRODUC'l'ION
This paper claims to be a contribution to the statistical treatment of
groups as initiated by ERDOS and TURA.N in their series of articles [1],
[2], [3] and [4].
As usual, we denote the group of all permutations on a set of n elements
by Sn. We consider Sn as a probability space by introducing the trivial
probability PnA of a subset A, defined as the fraction of those permutations
in Sn which belong to A. The group theoretic order Q of a permutation
then becomes a random variable on Sn. Erdos and Turan proved that
log Q has an asymptotically normal distribution. More precisely, they
proved the following result.
For every real number x the fraction of those permutations in Sn of
which the logarithm of the order is less than or equal to
t log2n+ xV!log3n
converges to
for n tending to infinity.
The proof of this theorem is the main purpose of our paper too. (Of.
theorem 4, which is equivalent to Erdos and Turan's theorem). Almost
similar to the original proof we demonstrate the asymptotic normality
by comparing Q with Q, the product of the lengths of the cycles in the
canonical decomposition of a permutation. We show a) that log Q is
asymptotically normally distributed, and b) that the difference log Q+
-log Q is negligable in comparison with the standard deviation of log- Q.
By combining a) and b) we get the desired result. For the (most difficult)
part a) see theorem 3 and for part b) see lemma 2.
The difference with the original paper is that our proof is simpler and
more transparant. We base ourselves exclusively on elementary methods,
combined with some well known results from probability theory. Moreover,
we shall not restrict ourselves to the distribution of the order alone. For
instance, in section 6 we shall study the distribution of !Jk, the number
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of cycles in the canonical decomposition of a permutation of which the
lengths are divisible by a given natural number k. (Cf. theorem 2.)
I want to express my gratitude to Prof. J. Popken and Drs. A. A.
Balkema for their help and valuable suggestions.
2. NOTATIONS AND DEFlNITIONS
We shall only explain those symbols used , of which the meaning might
be not quite clear. These symbols are
V, /\ : conjunction and disjunction,
1\ , V : generalising and existential quantifier,
No: Nu{O},
IAr: the cardinality of the set A,
[A]: the least common multiple of the elements of the set A (A is a
finite set of natural numbers),
Sn: the set of all permutations on {I, ... , n} (n E No) (observe: So = {0}),
00
S: USn,
n-O
y : Euler's constant.
Furthermore for arbitrary real numbers x and y the summation symbol
11L indicates that the summation is to be extended over all integral values
k - z
of k with x :?, k :?, y.
By the length of a permutation we understand the number of elements
of its domain. By a cyclic permutation we mean a permutation that does
not equal the union of two non-empty permutations of which the domains
are disjoint. A cycle is a non-empty cyclic permutation. It is generally
known that every permutation is equal to the union of a finite number
of cycles of which the domains are pairwise disjoint and that this "canonical
decomposition" is unique. (See e.g. [6], p. 67.)
We are now in the position to define the following variables for all a E S
!fie: the number of cycles of length k in the canonical decomposition of a,
1): the length of a,
rt: the number of cycles in the canonical decomposition of a,
fl.1e: the number of cycles in the canonical decomposition of a of which
the lengths are divisible by k (k EN),
Q: the product of the lengths of the cycles in the can onical decomposition
of a,
0: the order of a in the group Sn, or, equivalently, the least common
multiple of the lengths of the cycles in the canonical decomposition
of a.
We shall always denote these and other variables by underlined letters.
Only if the variables are real and measurable with respect to a probability
space Q, they are called random variables on that space.
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As usual, we shall abbreviate the expression P{wlw E Q 1\E} by P{E},
where P is the probability on Q and E is a condition laid upon co, Similarly
we use the abbreviation P{EIE'} for the conditional probability.
We shall often make use of some simple arithmetical functions: for
every nEZ, t5 n : No --7 {O, 1} is defined by:
t5n (h) = 1 if h=n
= °if h=/=n,
(we also put t5n(h) = °if h stands for a divergent series); (J: No --7 {O, 1}
is defined by:
(J(h)=O if h=O
=1 if h;;:;;1;
for every n E No, (In: N --7 {O, 1} is defined by:
(In(k) = 1 if k~n
=0 if ke-n:
for every kEN, 12k: No --7 {O, 1} is defined by:
I2k(n) = 1 if k/n
= °otherwise.
Finally the function W: R --7 [0, 1] is defined by:
1 x
W(x) = --= fe-It' dt for all x E R.
V2n -c cc '
3. TOOLS :FROM PROBABILITY THEORY
In this section we recall a few results of probability theory which we
need in this paper. Let Q be a probability space with probability P,
expectation M, and standard deviation D. For every n E No let Qn be
a probability space with probability P n , expectation M n and standard
deviation Dn . Then we formulate the following lemmata.
Lemma Ia. Let;r be a random variable on Q with finite expectation.
If ;r;;:;; 0 on Q, then the inequality
P{;r;;:;; s}~ M;r/s
holds for all e > 0.
As a consequence we mention the famous Bienayme-Cebysev inequality.
Lemma lb. Let;r be a random variable on Q with finite variance.
Then the inequality
holds for all e » 0.
Lemma II.
on Qn. Suppose
For every n E No let g,n and be random variables
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(1) the distribution function of (}n' converges to a continuous function F
for n -+ oo, and
(2) (}n - (}n' tends to zero in probability for n -+ 00 (i.e.
lim Pn{l(}n-(}n'l~e}=O for all e>O).
n-HJO
Then the distribution function of (}n also converges to F for n -+ oo.
Proofs. The lemmata Ia and Ib are obvious while a proof of lemma II
can be found in [7], p. 168.
By using the last lemma we can give a sufficient condition for asymptotic
independence.
Lemma IlIa. For every n E No let (}n, !zn, (}n' and !zn' be random
variables on £In. Suppose
(1), (2) the distribution functions of (}n and !zn converge to continuous
positive functions for n -+ 00,
(3), (4) (}n-(}n' and !zn-!zn' tend to zero in probability for n -+ 00,
(5) (}n' and !zn' are independent for all n E No.
Then (}n and !zn are asymptotically independent for n -+ oo (i.e.
Pn{(}n~a!\ !zn~b} "'-'Pn{(}n~a}Pn{!zn~b} for n -+ 00, for all real a and b).
Proof. By lemma II and by the assumptions we have
Pn{(}n ~ a}Pn{!zn ~ b} "'-' Pn{(}n'~ a}Pn{!zn' ~b} =Pn{(}n' ~ a !\ !zn' ~ b}
for n -+ 00.
By a generalization of lemma II for two variables (cf. [7], p. 169) we
may conclude from the first four assumptions
Pn{(}n' ~a!\ !zn' ~b} "'-' Pn{(}n ~a!\!zn ~b}
for n -+ 00,
This completes the proof.
Moreover we note a modification of lemma IlIa, in which only local
convergence is required.
Lemma IIIb. For every nENo let (}n, !zn, (}n' and !zn' be random
variables on £In, let a and b be real numbers and let F and G be real
functions, continuous and positive in resp. a and b. Suppose
(1) lim Pn{(}n~x}=F(x)
n-+OO
for all real x in some neighbourhood of a,
(2) lim Pn{!zn~y}=G(y)
(3), (4)
(5)
for all real y in some neighbourhood of b,
(}n - (}n' and !zn - !zn' tend to zero in probability for n -+ 00,
(}n' and !zn' are independent for all n E No.
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Then Pn{gn~a /\ Qn ~b},......, Pn{gn ~a}Pn{Qn Sb} for n -+ 00.
Finally we mention a form of Ljapunov's theorem.
Lemma IV. For every n E No let ~nl, ... , gnn be independent random
"variables on fin, let §n= L ~nk , and let /-In and Gn be real numbers such
that k-l
/-In = .Mn§n +o(Dn§n)
and
Gn = Dn§n+o(Dn§n)
for n -+ 00.
Suppose
"lim (Dn§n)-3 L Mnl~nk-Mn~nkI3=O.
,, __ 00 k-l
Then
lim Pn{§n :'S/-ln +XGn}= fP(x)
,, __ 00
for all x ER.
Proof. If /-In = Mn§n and Gn ~Dn§n, then this is the "basic lemma"
on p . 277 of [7]. Our lemma IV is now an application of lemma II.
4. THE PROBABILITY SPACE S;
For every n E No we introduce the probability P« on Sn by defining
1PnA= ,IAI for all A CSn.
n.
Since IS nl=nl, the number PnA indicates the fraction of those permu-
tations in Sn which belong to the subset A.
We denote the expectation, the standard deviation and the covariance
on Sn with respect to Pn by resp. M n, Dn and On.
(OnC!!k, !!l)= Mn(!!k!!l) - Mn!!k' Mn!PI).
5. THE RANDOM VARIABLE !Pk ON S«
In this section we shall study the variable !Pk, the number of cycles of
length k in the canonical decomposition of a permutation G. Since we
are interested in variables like g., Q, and Q, which depend only on the
cycle lengths, the variables !PI, !P2, -:-.. will be the basic elements in our
theory. In theorem 1 we shall characterize their distribution. It turns out
that for n -+ 00 the distribution of !Pk with respect to Pn tends to the
Poisson distribution with expectation 11k and that the covariance of !Pk
and !PI in Sn differs from that of independent Poisson distributed variables
only if k + I > n. The corollaries of theorem 1 are meant to give some
insight in the simultaneous distribution of the cycle lengths in a sym-
metric group.
To start with, we state the next lemma according to a well known
result of combinatorial analysis. (See e.g, [8], p. 67).
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Lem ma 1. Let n E No and for every v E N let h. E N. Then :
00 00 00 1
P n \~ (It.= h.)} = bn( '~1 vh. ) .I] h. ! vh. :
(For the definition of t5n see sect ion 2.)
Theorem 1. 1) . Let n E No, k EN, 1E N, and h E No. Then
1 (n/k) - h ( - l)m
P n{ltk=h} = hI kh m~o m !km '
M h _ On(k)
- r r :«:
and
o (h h) = (t5k(l) - 1-0n(k + 1)) 0 (k) 0 (1)
n _ k, _ 1 k k1 n n,
so
if k~ in,
= ~ _..!.. if 1zn < k 5:. nk k2 - ,
=0 if k >n,
On(ltk, ltz)=O if k i=l and moreover k +1 ;;i, n or k >n or l z-n,
-1
= 7d if k i=l, k s-l i- n; k ~ n and l ;;i,n.
(For the defini tions of 15k and On see sect ion 2.)
Proof. By lemma 1 we know :
00 00 00 1
P n{ltk=h} = ! _ 1511 ( ~ 1Ih.) 1] h ! 1Ih•.
h.. h••. .. - 0 • 1 • 1 •
hk-h
Now let z be a complex number such that Izi< 1. Then we can form the
generating power series
Zkh ( 1 Zk )
= -- exp log-- - - =h! kh 1- z k
zkh 00 00 (-l) m zkm
= _! zl ! --,---.
h! kh 1-0 m =O m. km
1) F or the greater part t hese formulas are due to G ONOAROV (see [5], p. 42-43).
H owever, hi s formula (94) on page 43 is inc orrect if r> in.
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By comparing corresponding coefficients we find the demanded formula
for Pn{!J,k=h}.
Moreover we have:
00 00 00 1
Mn!fk = hloh~.=O hk()n ('~1 vh.) g h.t vh. =
1 00 00 00 1 ()n(k)
- Ie L ()n-k ( L vh.) II~ = -k- .
hloh ..... -0 .-1 '-1.' V
(We have replaced the summation variable hk by hk + 1.)
This formula can also be obtained simply by counting the total number
of cycles of length k in all permutations in Sn.
Similarly we find
M (h h)= ()n(k+l) if k=l=l
n 3 _I kl
and
From these formulas the expression for the covariance follows at once.
Corollary 1. Let kEN and h « No. Then
Corollary 2. Let n E No, K C {I, ... , n} and IlK= ~ b».
Then kEK
M n I..!K= ~ -k1 and D';. IlK ~ ~ -k1.
kEK kEK
Proof.
and
()k(l) 1
D';.!.JK = L L On(!fk,!fl)~ ~ L -k = L -k'
kEK IEK kEK IEK kEK
Corollary 3. 2) . Let n E No, K C {I, ... , n}. Then
P n{ /\ (!fk= o)};;:;; (L »:
kEK kEE
Proof. Define!.JK as in corollary 2. Applying the Bienayme-Cebysev
inequality (lemma Ib) and corollary 2 we obtain
D2H ( 1)-1
P n{ /\ (!fk=O)}=Pn{!.JK=O} ~ M"2-HK ~ ~ -k .
hK ,,_ k kEK
2) This result has first been formulated by ERDOS and TURA.N (see [2], theorem
VI on page 159). However their proof is invalidated by an error in lemma 5.
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Corollary 4. Let n E No, " be a family of pairwise disjoint subsets
of {I, ... ,n}, IfK= I!Jk for all KE", and let w: No-+R be a function
kEK
with lim w(n) = CXJ. Then
lim Pn{ 1\ (/IfK- I ~I <w(n) VIOgn)} =1.
n-->oo KE" kEK
Proof. We again apply the Bienayme-Cebysev inequality (lemma Ib)
and corollary 2
r; {V (IIfK- I ~I ~ w(n) vrogn)} ~
KE" kEK k
~ 1Pn{IIfK- I-k11~w(n)VIOgn}~ L 2( /1 I-k1~
KE" kEK KE" W n og n kEK
1 n 1 (1)~ 2( )1 I -k =0 ~() =0(1) for n-+CXJ.
w n og n k~l OJ n
Corollary 4 follows immediately from this.
Finally we reduce the previous lemma to a sort of equidistribution
property for the lengths of the cycles.
Corollary 5. 3) . Let ME No. If we choose in corollary 4:
"={Kmlm E {I, ... , M}}
where K m is the set of all natural numbers in the interval [n(m-l)IM,
nm/M ) , then
!~~Pnf ~1 (jIfKm _litnl <w(n) VIOgn)} = 1.
Proof. We only need to observe that
1 log nI k = 1fT +0(1) for n -+ CXJ.
kEK m
6. THE RANDOM VARIABLES (J. AND (j.k ON Sn
In this section k is a fixed natural number. We shall study the variable
(J.k, the number of cycles in the canonical decomposition of a permutation
(J of which the lengths are divisible by k. In particular (j.= (j.l is the total
number of cycles in this decomposition.
From the definitions of (J.k and !Jv we know:
00
gk= L (!k(V)!Jv
v=l
where (!k is defined in section 2.
3) cr. [1], lemma 4 on page 180.
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Theorem 2. Let kEN and n E No. Let 2=1, ... , 2=n be independent
random variables defined on some probability space Q 4) with probability
P, and only assuming the values 0 and 1 such that
1P{x =O}=l--
- v 11 '
and
1
P{2=.= I} = -, for all 'I' E {I, .. " n}.
'I'
Then the distribution of the random variable (J.k on Sn is identical with
..
the distribution of ~ l?k('I') 2=. on Q .
• - 1
In particular:
and
Proof. Let w be a complex number such that Iwl < 1. Denoting the
expectation and standard deviation on Q by resp. M and D, we find
l-wMW=v=l---.
v
Since 2=1, ... , 2=n are independent, we have
MwZ - I ek(v)~. = IT M w'1k(')~"
.-1
so
It suffices to prove that also
(**)
On account of lemma 1 and formula (*) we know:
Now let z be a complex number such that Izi < 1. Then we can form the
generating double power series
4) The existence of such a probability space is easily shown by considering the
product space of n two point spaces with suitably chosen probabilities.
26 Indagationes
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00 00 00 00 Z.ho uflk(.)h. 00 00 1 (ZO uflkl'»)h~ 2 P n f(1k = g} wgzn~, 2 II 'h. = II 2 "1 -- =
n-O g-O h,.h ..... -O .-1 h•. 11 0-1 h~O h. 11
00 Z· WPk(O) ~ (Z. Z·( W - 1))
= II exp -- = exp I - + ek(lI) =
.-1 11 .~ 1 11 11
( 1 w- 1 1) 1=exp log-- + --log-- = __ (I_Zk)ll-ID)/k=1 - z k 1- Zk 1 - Z
l-zk k-l 00 (-1 -!(I--W)/k)
= -- (I_Zk)-l+(l-W)/k = 2 zl. 2 (- zk)m =
l-z I~O m-O m
k-l 00 ( m ( 1 w)) 00 (00 1 w))
= 2 Zl. ~ II 1-~ zmk= 2 rr(l-ek(lI)~ zn.
1-0 m-O 1'-1 Ilk n-O .-1 11
By comparing corresponding coefficients, we find formula (**). Therefore
the theorem is proved.
Corollary 1. 5) . Let kEN and n E No. Then
Proof. This is exactly formula (**) with W= O.
Corollary 2. Let kEN. Then
. { log n VIog n }!~ r; (1k< -k- +x -k- ~ tf>(x)
for all x E R.
Proof. Since
M( ~ ek(lI)~.)~ I ek(lI) = logn +0(1),
0-1 .-1 11 k
and
n n (1 1) log nD2( 2 ek(lI) ~.)= 2 ek(V) - -"2 = -- +0(1)
.-1 .-1 11 V k
for n ~ 00, and
" n "2 M/ek(lI) ~.-M(ek(V)~0)13 ~ 2 MIQk(V)~.-M(ek(V)~.)I2=D2( ~ ek(lI) ~.),
"-1 "-1 V':D}
we may apply lemma IV with Qn=Q, g".=ek(lI)~. and /In= o« = lo~ n .•
We find
. { " log n VIog n }11m P 2 ek(lI) ~o~ -k- -j-X -k- =-=tf>(x).
n~oo ,.-1
Now we obtain the desired formula from theorem 2.
5) This result is almost identical to lemma I on page 153 in [2].
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If we put k = 1 in corollary 2, we get Goncarov's theorem:
Corollary 3. 6)
lim Pn{(J.< 10gn+xVlogn}=l1>(x) for all XER.
n-+OO
7. THE RELATION BETWEEN THE RANDOM VARIABLES Q AND Q ON S«
At this point we actually start to prove our main theorem concerning
the distribution of log Q. The only results from the sections 4, 5 and 6
we need are lemma 1, the expression for the expectation of fl.k in theorem 2,
and the first corollary of this theorem. Besides the last two results could
have been derived more directly.
00
Q= II v~· is the product of the lengths of the cycles in the canonical
- v=l
decomposition of a permutation cr. The order of o is Q= [{vlv E N I\!!.~ 1}J,
i.e. the least common multiple of the occurring cycle lengths in that
decomposition.
In section 12 we shall determine the asymptotic behaviour of the distri-
bution function oflog Qon Sn for n ~ oo. Here we shall derive an "essential
upper bound" for the difference 4 = log Q-log Q on Sn which is sharp
enough to decide that log Q and log 2 have the same limit distribution
for n~ oo.
Lemma 2. 7) . Let 4=10g Q-log Q on S. Then
lim Pn{4~ 10gn(loglogn)3}=O.
n-+OO
Proof. Fix a permutation a and a prime number p. Then 9 contains
00 00I fl.prx factors p and Q contains I (J(gprx) factors p, where (J is defined
a=l a=l
in section 2. Thus
Q= II p!:;'=I!J-Prx and 0= II p!:;'~1 O(!J-Prx) ,
'Pprime - 'Pprime
or
00
log Q= I I gpo: logp
- pprlme 0:=1
and
00
log Q= I I (J(fl.prx) log p.
11 prime a= 1
So
00
4. = log Q-log Q~ I (fl.k-(J((J.k)) log k.
- k-l
Now fix n E Nand kEN, and define
r= vt I2k~V), so that O~r< l+~gn.
6) Cf. [5], p. 36-37.
7) Cf. [1], formula (14.4) on page 186.
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Then we have on account of theorem 2 and its corollary 1
n (lk(V)
Mn(J.k= L -- =r
v-I V
and
00 00
Thus Mn4~Mn( L ((J.k-O((J.k)) log k)~ L (r-l +e-r)log k.
k=1 k-l
Since x-l+e-x~x and x-l+e-x~tx2 for all x:;;;O, we have for suf-
ficiently large n
log n
M n ~ ~ L rlogk+
k-l
00
L !r2 log k ~
k= logn
log n log k 00 log k~ (l+logn) L -k- +t{1+logn)2 L --p;:- ~ log stlog log u)».
k-l k-Iogn
The last transition is justified by applying the integral criterion on both
series. Since obviously L1 ~ 0 on Sn, the lemma follows from lemma la.
Remark. We are able to derive an even sharper estimate for the
expectation of 4, viz.
M n4 = log n(log log n + O( 1)) for n -i>- 00.
8. THE PROBABILITY SPACE S;,.
For every N E No we consider the set
00
S;, = {ala E S 1\ 1\ (~k = On.
k-N+l
On this set we introduce the probability P;', which is defined by
00
P;'A =ON L Pn(A n Sn) for all A c S;"
n-O
where ON is a normalizing constant. Its value follows from
Lemma 3. Let N E No. Then
ON=exp (- I !)
k=1 k
so
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Proof. The first formula will be proved together with lemma 4. The
asymptotic relation then follows from
N 1
k~l Ie = log N +y+o(l) for N ~ 00.
We denote the expectation and the standard deviation on Sjy with
respect to Pjy by resp. Mjy and D~.
It will be rather easy to characterize the distribution of Q on S;
(see section 11). In section 12 we shall use this result to determine the
asymptotic distribution of Q on Sn.
9. THE RANDOM VARIABLE b» ON Sjy
The advantage of the use of S~ becomes clear in the next lemma.
Lemma 4. Let N E No. Then the random variables !!l, ... ,!!N are
independent on Sjy and !fTc has a Poisson distribution with expectation
11k for all k E {I, ... , N}.
Proof of lemma 3 and lemma 4. Let ha, ... , h.» be natural numbers.
By lemma 1 and the definition of Pjy we know
From this the assertions of lemma 3 and 4 become evident.
10. THE RANDOM VARIABLE ~ ON S;
The length of a permutation (J is in general a non-constant random
variable on Sjy.
Lemma 5. Let N E No and n E No. Then
P~{~=n}=CN if n-c N,
Proof. This follows from the definition of Pjy
00 00 00
Pjy{~=n}=CN ! Pm{~=n 1\ 1\ (!!Tc=O)}=CN ! I5m(n)=CN if n<N.
m~O k-N+l m-O
11. THE RANDOM VARIABLE Q ON Sjy
Now we shall prove that log Q is asymptotically normally distributed
on Sjy. -
Lemma 6a.
lim Pjy{logQ~t log- N +x Vi-Iog3 N}=(/}(x)
N-:".oo -
for all x E R.
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Proof. Since !J,k=O for k>N on Sj" we know by the definition
N
Q= IT 0k,
- k-l
so
N
log Q = ! (log k)!J,k on Sj,.
- k-l
By lemma 4 !J,l, ... ,!J,N are independent and Mj,!J,k=Dj,2!J,k= 11k. Thus
N N log k
Mj,log 2= ! (log k) Mj, b»> ! -k- =t log- N +0(1),
k-l k-l
and
N N log2 k
nj,2 10 g 2= 1 (log2k)Dj,2!J,k= ! -k- ~1Iog3N+0(1)
k-l k-l
for N --+ 00.
Furthermore one easily verifies:
Mj, l!J,k - ~ IS = 0 G) for k --+ 00 and uniformly in N,
so
N! Mj,/ (log k)!J,k-Mj,((lOg k) !J,k)13 =
k-l
(
N log3 k)
= 0 1 -k- = 0(log4N) for N --+ 00.
k-l
N
Hence lim (Dj,logQ)-a! Mj,[(logk)!J,k-M;((logk)!J,k)13=O.
N-+oo - k-l
Now we may apply lemma IV with
'lNk=(logk)!J,k, ,uN=!log2N, aN=Vllog3N.
We obtain
lim Pj,{log Q~! log2 N -I-X Vllog3 N} = ifJ(x).
N~co -
For later use we state the next slightly modified form of lemma 6a.
Lemma 6b.
lim P:" {log2~t log2n+x Vllog3 n}=ifJ(x)
" ...... 00
for all x E R.
12. 'l'HE RANDOM VARIABLE Q O:S S;
Now we want to characterize the distribution of Q on Sn, i.e. we are
looking for an asymptotic formula for Pn{Q:=;:;Q}. To start with, we derive
an intuitively evident monotony property for this probability.
Lemma 7a. Let Q E No. Then Pn{9 ;S Q} is monotonically weakly
decreasing in n for n E No.
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Proof. Let n E N. We define the mapping r : Sn~ Sn-l by
-r(a)(v)=a(v) if a(v)#n
=a(n) if a(v)=n.
(This means that we obtain -r(a) by dropping the element n from the
canonical decomposition of a).
One easily verifies that
[-r-1{a'}1 =n for all a' E Sn-l.
Hence:
1-r-1(A)1 =nIA\ for all A C Sn-l,
which implies that r is measure preserving:
nPn(-r-1(A)) = , IA[ =Pn-1A for all A CSn-l.n.
Define the random variable Q~ on Sn as the product of the lengths of
the cycles in the canonical decomposition of -r(a).
It is evident that Q~;;;;Q on Sn, so:
Pn{g;;;; Q};;;; r; {Sr;;;; Q} = Pn-1{g;;;; Q},
from which the theorem follows immediately.
Lemma 7b. Let n E Nand Q E No. Then
P;,.{g;;;; Qln~?J< 2n};;;;pn{g;;;; Q} ;;;;p:n{g~ QI?J < n}.
Proof. By the definition of Pi, we have for n-c N
Hence
2n-l
P:n{g~Qln;;;;?J<2n}= ! p:n{g;;;;Q\?J=m}'P:n{?J=mln;;;;?J<2n};;;;
2n-l
;;;; ! p;,.{g;;;;Q\?J=n}'P:n{?J=mln;;;;?J<2n}=pn{g;;;;Q}.
m=tl
Similarly P:n{g;;;;QI?J<n}~Pn{q;;;;Q},which completes the proof.
Now we derive asymptotic expressions for both outer terms of the
inequality in the above lemma.
Lemma 8.
lim P:n{log Q;;;;t log2n+x Vllog3nl?J<n}=(/)(x),
n~oo -
and
lim P:n{log Q;;;; llog2 n+x V-llog3njn;;;;?J < 2n} = (/)(x)
n~OO -
for all x E R.
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Proof. Fix n E No, n~2. We first recall the formulas for log 2 and
?J on S:..
3.. 3n
log Q= ! (log k)!Pk and ?J = ! k hk.
- k=l k~l
Since we want to apply lemma IUb, we define on S;n
1~n=(!10g3n)-I(logQ-!10g2n), 12n=-?J
- n
,. 1 3n
~n' = (-1 log3n)-l ( ! (log k) !Pk-! 10g2 n), and 12n' = - L k !J,k,
k=l n k=,.
n
where u = -1- .
ogn
If we take furthermore: Qn = S:n, a E R, bE (0, 3), F = if) and G defined
by G(y) = !e-l'y for all y E R, we may verify the assumptions of lemma UIb.
(1) follows from lemma 6b.
(2) follows from the lemmata 5 and 3:
P:n{12n~Y}=P:n{?J~yn}= [yn]G3n "-' !e-l' y=G(y) for n _ 00
and for all y E (0, 3).
(3) is proved by applying first lemma 4
3n
M:n(~n-~n') = (! 10g3 n)-l ! (log k) M:n!Pk =
k~,.
3n log k
= (! 10g3 n)-l ! -- = (! 10g3 n)-l(! 10g2(3n) -! 10g2 u+ 0(1)) =
k=,. k
= 0 (log-l n log log n) for n _ 00,
so by lemma Ia
lim P:n{~n-~n'~e}=O for all e>O.
n-..oo
(4) is proved similarly
M:n(12n - 12n') = ~ i kM:n!Pk = ~ i 1:S: ~ = _1_ ,
n k-l n k=l - n log n
so
lim P:n{12n-12n'~e}=O for all e>O.
n-..oo
(5) Owing to lemma 4 we know that !PI, ..., !P3n are independent on S:n'
Since ~n' only depends on !Pk for k ~ u and 12n' only depends on !Pk for
k~u, ~n' and 12n' are independent too (observe: u 1= Z).
Now we are allowed to conclude that:
for n_ oo,
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and b E (0, 3).
Or lim P;n{10g2~!10g2n+xV!10g3nl~~bn}=l1>(x)for all xER
n-->oo
and b E (0, 3).
By substituting b = 1 and b = 2 and combining we obtain the formulas
of the lemma.
Now we are able to prove
Theorem 3.
lim Pn{log 9~! 10g2 n+x V!10g3 n}=l1>(x)
n --> 00
for all x E R.
Proof. Let n E N. From lemma 7b with a suitably chosen Q we know
P;n{log 9~! 10g2 n+x V!10g3nln~~ < 2n}~
~Pn{log 9~! 10g2 n+x V!10g3 n}~
~P;n{log 9~! 10g2 n+x V!10g3nl~<n}.
Lemma 9 asserts that both outer terms converge to l1>(x) for n _ 00.
So the middle term has the same limit, which proves the theorem.
13. THE RANDOM VARIABLE Q ON Sn
It is now easy to obtain the theorem of Erdos and Turan.
Theorem 4. 8 )
lim Pn{log O~! 10g2 n+x V!10g3 n}=l1>(x)
for all x E R.
Proof. On account of theorem 3 and lemma 2 it follows that the
conditions of lemma II with
g,n = (! 10g3 n)-! (log Q-! 10g2 n),
g,n' = (! 10g3 n)-! (log Q-! 10g2 n),
and F = l1> are satisfied.
The theorem follows from the assertion of lemma II.
M athematisch 1nstituut, Roetersstraat 15
Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
8) As already mentioned, this theorem was first proved in [3].
4.
2.
3.
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